Recently, experimental data obtained by NASA Configurations with canard control fins and free-rolling personnel has become available for tandem-control tail fin sections are investigated for their ability to missile configurations. These data exhibit many minimize vortex-induced lateral forces and moments nonlinear characteristics associated with vortical associated with canard control. Engineering-and interaction between fin sets. In addition, there are intermediate-level aerodynamic prediction codes are several sets of experimental data taken for canardused for the analysis. Results presented include high controlled missile models with fixed and free-rolling tail angle of attack aerodynamics, induced lateral forces, sections. These data also exhibit nonlinearities tandem-control fin deflections, estimates of free rotating associated with strong canard-tail vortical interference fin section performance, and rotational damping including induced lateral forces and moments. An initial estimates. Good agreement with experimental data is investigation of the ability of an engineering-level obtained for a variety of nonlinear and asymmetric flight aerodynamic prediction code to predict the conditions. characteristics of these configurations has been
INTRODUCTION
and combined tandem-control effectiveness for both vertical translation and pitch attitude changes.
Recently, experimental data obtained by NASA Configurations with canard control fins and free-rolling personnel has become available for tandem-control tail fin sections are investigated for their ability to missile configurations. These data exhibit many minimize vortex-induced lateral forces and moments nonlinear characteristics associated with vortical associated with canard control. Engineering-and interaction between fin sets. In addition, there are intermediate-level aerodynamic prediction codes are several sets of experimental data taken for canardused for the analysis. Results presented include high controlled missile models with fixed and free-rolling tail angle of attack aerodynamics, induced lateral forces, sections. These data also exhibit nonlinearities tandem-control fin deflections, estimates of free rotating associated with strong canard-tail vortical interference fin section performance, and rotational damping including induced lateral forces and moments. An initial estimates. Good agreement with experimental data is investigation of the ability of an engineering-level obtained for a variety of nonlinear and asymmetric flight aerodynamic prediction code to predict the conditions. characteristics of these configurations has been
LIST OF SYMBOLS
configurations in more detail, using both engineeringa body radius at fin mid-rootchord level and intermediate-level aerodynamic prediction AR aspect ratio (two fins joined at root) codes. C body crossflow drag coefficient presented. This paper is aimed at investigating these 2 code MISL3 has been developed for aerodynamic 2 performance prediction and for preliminary design of conventional missiles. The method uses the Triservice systematic fin-on-body force and moment data base 4, 5 The prediction methodology employed covers a Mach number range from 0.5 to 5.0, fin aspect ratios from 0.25 to 10.0, angles of attack to ±90°, arbitrary roll angles, and deflection angles from -40° to 40°. The method uses the equivalent angle of attack concept singularity methods enhanced with models for nonlinear vortical effects. The body of the missile is modeled by either subsonic or supersonic sources/sinks and doublets for volume and angle of attack effects, respectively. The fin sections are modeled by a horseshoe-vortex panel method for subsonic flow and by first-order constant pressure panels for supersonic flow. Up to three fin sections can be modeled and nonlinear fin and body vortices are modeled. The body vorticity is modeled using the VTXCHN vortex-cloud method described in Refs. 6-8. The overall calculation proceeds as follows: 1) the VTXCHN module is used to compute the forebody loads including vortex shedding and tracking, 2) loads within the fin set are calculated including the effects of forebody vorticity, 3) the vorticity shed from the forebody and the forward fin set is included as an initial condition in VTXCHN module which tracks and models additional vortices shed from the afterbody, and 4) if second or third fin sets are present, steps 2 and 3 are repeated. A schematic of the calculation procedure and paneling layouts is shown in the following sketch.
The range of parameters of the MISDL code include: Mach numbers from 0.0 to 3.0 with a modified shockexpansion capability to higher supersonic speeds, angles of attack up to 20 degrees, arbitrary roll angles, rotational rate effects, and nonuniform flow effects. employing an optimizer was used to design unconventional fin planforms for several design objectives including minimization of fin hinge moments and maximization of normal force. 9 rolling tail section including tail section roll rate follows. T = T (t) + T (t) + T (t) = I (dp/dt) For cases where the bearing torque is much smaller than the aerodynamic torque, the roll rate can be estimated as follows: (4) For a high quality bearing, this assumption is valid. Eqn. (4) is used to estimate the tail fin roll rate with predictions of C and C . Conversely, Eqn. (4) aerodynamic database to study and evaluate tandem control effectiveness. The model consists of a 3-caliber ogive nose followed by a 12-caliber cylinder with cruciform inline canards and aft tail fins. Tests were performed on two models. Both models had the same The results in Figure 3 are for the Tandem-Control configuration with identical canard and tail fins described above. Figure 3 depicts the configuration and presents MISL3 results for canard pitch control for M = 1.75 and -= 45°. This case is shown because of ∞ the nonlinearities in the pitching moment which arise in the "X" orientation from canard vortices affecting the tail fins. MISL3 predicts the nonlinear pitching moment characteristics well, and predicts the overall center of pressure to within a body radius for this configuration. designated C+). Three tail section orientations were tested:
TWO-FIN SET CONFIGURATION WITH FREE-ROLLING TAIL SECTION
2) -= 45° ("x" orientation, designated Tx), and 3) tail section free to rotate (designated T-free).
The C+Tx and C+T+ configurations are depicted in Figures 4 and 8 , respectively. Results are presented for canard roll control and canard yaw control deflections.
The purpose of comparing to this experimental data was roll effect seen on canard-controlled missiles. For these to investigate the predictive capabilities of the MISL3 and MISDL codes and to gain insight into the aerodynamic characteristics of configurations with rolling tail sections. In this investigation, the codes were used to 1) estimate the static roll characteristics of the tail section under the influence of asymmetric canard vortices arising from roll and yaw control deflections, 2) estimate the roll damping characteristics of the tail section as a function of angle of attack, and 3) estimate the roll rate of the free-to-rotate tail section as a function of angle of attack.
Canard Roll Control. the C+T+ and C+Tx configurations. In addition, the measured data for the C+T-free configuration are also shown. The normal-force coefficient is predicted well for the C+T+ configuration. MISL3 and MISDL somewhat underpredict the characteristics of the C+Tx configuration. The C+T+ pitching moment is in good agreement.
The C+Tx pitching moment is overpredicted. For MISL3, the center of pressure is predicted within one body radius for both configurations except for small load conditions near 1 = 0°. MISDL c predicts the center of pressure to within one body radius for C+Tx and within eight-tenths of a diameter for C+T+. The axial force is predicted well. The measured characteristics of the C+T-free configuration fall between the C+T+ and C+Tx characteristics. configurations with canard roll control, 9 = -5°. In ROLL addition, the direct canard rolling moments predicted by MISL3 and MISDL are compared to the C+T-free measured results. The free-to-rotate tails do not pass a rolling moment to the main balance, except through bearing friction forces which are very small. It is seen in Figure 5 that the predicted direct roll control is in very good agreement with the measured C+T-free rolling moment. MISDL slightly overpredicts the canard rolling moment. The MISL3 predicted rolling moments for the C+T+ and C+Tx configurations agree well with data up to 4° angle of attack and have the correct trends above 4°. MISDL predicts the rolling moments for the C+T+ and C+Tx configurations very well in magnitude and trend.
This rolling moment is difficult to predict because it is dominated by the canard and body shed vortices influencing the tail fins. This is the classical induced configurations, the induced tail fin rolling moment opposes the direct canards control and actually causes the overall rolling moment to oppose the intent of the canard deflection. The induced rolling moment on the tail fin section is small for this angle of attack for both the C+T+ and C+Tx configurations, but it has a positive slope as seen in Figure 5 . Above 12° angle of attack, the predicted induced rolling moment from the tail fins is positive. The experimental data show this behavior to a lesser extent. In the prediction, this arises from the asymmetric body vorticity (produced due to asymmetric canard vorticity). The left-side body vorticity is weaker than the right-side; the result is an induced positive roll on the tail fins for both the C+T+ and C+Tx configurations. This is similar, but opposite, to the results at lower angles of attack with asymmetric canard vortices. Further insight is gained from these crossflow velocity predictions when the variation of tail section rolling moment as a function of interdigitation angle is discussed next in connection with Figure 7 crossings is such that the tail section "locks-in" to a zero roll rate when it is near the "X" orientation, -= 45, 135°.
F2
To estimate the tail fin roll rate using Eqn. (4), C and l C must be estimated. C is estimated as the mean C 
where the rolling moment coefficients are given by the experimental values and the roll rate is the experimental value in radians per second.
For the predictions, tail fin roll rate is estimated as -C /C (Eqn. (4), and converted to rpm) and is shown in characteristics for the C+T+ and C+Tx configurations, respectively. In addition, the canard-only rolling moments predicted by MISL3 and MISDL are compared to the C+T-free measured results. Figure 10 compares predicted and measured tail section roll rate and estimated tail section roll damping.
The C+T-free results shown in Figure 8 or 9 show the rolling moment associated with the canards deflected for yaw. Near zero angle of attack, the rolling moment is zero. As the angle of attack is increased, a rolling moment develops due to top to bottom asymmetries in the nose flow field due to the presence of the body bow shock and to the flow expansion over the upper surface of the nose. The expansion over the upper surface of the nose results in a reduction in dynamic pressure in the region of the upper canard fin. This "shading" of the upper fin results in a net positive rolling moment for the canards alone. This effect is not predicted adequately by engineering-level and intermediate-level aerodynamic predictions code.
For the C+T+ and C+Tx configurations MISL3 and MISDL predict the rolling moment behavior well as seen in Figures 8 and 9 . It is difficult to predict the nonlinear rolling moment because it is due to induced vortical interference of the canard vortices on the tail fins. For yaw control, the results are dependent on the path of the lower canard vortex past the tail fins. MISL3 predicts the correct trend but underestimates the peak magnitude. MISDL predicts the low angle of attack characteristics well and tends to overestimate the rolling moment at higher angles. Overall, both MISL3 and MISDL estimate rolling characteristics good enough for preliminary design estimates.
For the canards deflected -5° for nose-to-left yaw control (9 ), Figure 10 the zero crossings is such that the tail section "locks-in" to a zero roll rate when it is near the "X" orientation, -= 45, 135°.
To estimate the tail fin roll rate using Eqn. Mach number. A detailed study is required to further assess these effects. The predicted results are dependent on the prediction of mean C and C for the tail section.
These quantities are difficult to predict accurately, especially when they are influenced by upstream asymmetric vorticity.
Note that the characteristics of the rolling moment predicted with respect to -, Figure 10 (a), are such that 
CONCLUSIONS
This paper describes the prediction of the nonlinear aerodynamic characteristics of missile configurations with tandem-controls and free-rolling tail sections. The extensive comparisons to experimental aerodynamic data include longitudinal and lateral aerodynamic characteristics including nonlinear vortex-induced effects.
In general, the predicted aerodynamic characteristics are in good to excellent agreement with the experimental data and provide insight into understanding the nonlinear characteristics of missiles with free-to-rotate tail sections. 
